
This whitepaper introduces our project, from ideation to our future roadmap, giving you a
comprehensive overview of all the necessary information you might need. We hope that you will
find this whitepaper useful and decide to embark on this journey with us.

Disclaimer

This whitepaper is not binding in nature and may be subjected to change in the future.

1. Bulldog DAO
We have always prided ourselves as an art and community-first NFT project. BulldogDAO (i.e.
Decentralized Autonomous Organization) will be owned by the community and will be used to
vote on major decisions pertaining to the development of the project. We want EVERYONE to
have a say in this Bulldog Billionaire family.

Key usages of the DAO:

● Vote on the bulldog charity formation/acquisition
● Vote on other key ideas for the project moving forward

2. $BONE
Tokenomics and Utility

$BONE is the SPL native token within the Bulldog Billionaires ecosystem and holders will be
able to enjoy a host of benefits with more added utilities to come as we develop.

The utilities of $BONE includes:

● Earning $BONE through training (staking) of your Bulldogs
● Exclusive access to holders presale for our second season collection (detailed

requirements will be released in the future)
● Buying merchandise with $BONE
● Earning $BONE through Yield Farming by adding BONE/SOL liquidity pool tokens on

our website
● Getting exclusive access to upcoming partnered NFT projects
● Customizing the name of your Bulldog NFT
● More to come...



3. Staking - End April 2022
All Bulldog owners will be able to stake their Bulldogs by sending them to the Bulldog Boot
Camp (BBC). The reward you get for sending your Bulldog to BBC is $BONE, the native token
for Bulldog Billionaires. You can stake, un-stake, or claim $BONE at any time without any
lock-up period. This is because implementing a lock-up period could lead to significant
downward pressure on the price of $BONE on every unlock date, which is undesirable. This
also gives holders additional flexibility on their NFTs.

You will generate 10 $BONE per Bulldog per day in BB.

4. Yield Farming
To incentivize Yield Farming, we will set aside 1,800,000 $BONE for Yield Farming rewards
which will last for 180 days. The daily rewards for all liquidity pool providers will be 10,000
$BONE a day. You will receive $BONE for providing liquidity on an exchange (TBD) where
liquidity is pooled. Yield Farming will be available in the near future.

5. Partnerships
During our early stages, we will rely heavily on our early adopters to help push this project to
reach greater heights.  As we continue to grow and new business partnerships open up, we will
continue to make decisions that are best for our community.

If you happen to be a business owner (retail/online) and would like to be a part of this amazing
journey with us, do reach out to us through discord.  We would be more than happy to exchange
opportunities with each other!



6. Roadmap
Our roadmap is categorized into two main sections, Launch Roadmap and Development
Roadmap with each section detailing important goals and milestones in the project.

Launch Roadmap

8% SOLD
One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get a free Bulldog NFT!
Serials 1–160.

18% sold
Repost your Bulldog on social media platforms. One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get 2
SOL. (more info on discord)
Serials 1–360.

28% SOLD
We will be doing a meme contest! Best meme gets 5 SOL, a special discord role, and their
meme featured on our server.
Serials 1–560.

38% SOLD
One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get a free Bulldog NFT!
Serials 1–760.

48% SOLD
One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get 5 SOL.
Serials 1–960.

58% SOLD
Repost your Bulldog on any social media platform. One randomly selected Bulldog holder will
get 5 SOL. (more info on discord)
Serials 1–1160.

68% SOLD
One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get a free Bulldog NFT!
Serials 1–1360.

78% SOLD
Fan Art contest begins on Discord. Best fan art gets 5 SOL, a special discord role, and their Fan
Art featured on our server.
Serials 1–1560.



88% SOLD
Repost your Bulldog on social media platforms. One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get 5
SOL. (more info on discord)
Serials 1–1760.

98% SOLD
One randomly selected BB Member will get a Bulldog NFT!
Serials 1–1960.

100% SOLD
One randomly selected Bulldog holder will get 10 SOL.
Serials 1–2000.

Development Roadmap

We have always prided ourselves as a project with a strong community and will take relevant
steps in distinguishing ourselves from other competitors in the space.

Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

We are dedicated to integrating DeFi solutions into our ecosystem and our community can
benefit from it by earning through our staking and yield farming mechanisms. We have gone
ahead with a fractionalized vault for the project that is governed by our very own DAO.

Membership Model

Bulldog Billionaires will look to build out our network of partnerships with existing traditional
businesses across a plethora of industries such as Pet Foods, Electronics, and many more to
give benefits such as discounts to our NFT holders. We have already contacted multiple small
businesses owned by the community as a start and will be looking to build on that as we grow.

Merchandise

Having well-designed and recognizable merchandise is the cornerstone of every successful
brand and we are already working with designers and suppliers to create the merchandise
including but not limited to hoodies, T-shirts, brand-engraved dog tags, 3d printed NFTs.

Pixel Collection

The team is exploring the possibilities of what can be done for our second collection that can
complement the GENESIS bulldogs.

Bulldog Games



Let’s play!  The Founding Bulldogs will be hosting exclusive weekly quiz games every other
week.  The winners will be awarded in Solana, $BONE, whitelists on other upcoming projects,
or NFTs!  The games will bring our entire community together in a fun and competitive way.

PTE Game Development

We plan to build a play-to-earn mobile game hosted on the blockchain. Pixelated bulldogs will
serve as your in-game avatar where you can level-up, customize, and breed your NFT.

Metaverse

The team is still actively assessing how different projects in the market are navigating the
metaverse and gaming NFT sector before setting a concrete direction. We wish to remain agile
so that there will be less friction pivoting between trends.


